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Message

Each year, Fixr.com reaches out to industry influencers and top interior design 

experts to find out their take on the latest paint and color trends. We asked 64 

experts about their recommendations for homeowners hoping to incorporate new 

colors this year.

Each expert contributed their opinion on the top paint and color trends for 2022, 

including popular interior color palettes, what is recommended for selling, top colors 

for each room, and the most popular wallpaper patterns, among others. This 

thorough, visual report breaks down all the paint and color trends that will be making 

an impact in the months to follow. 

For 2022, we found an overwhelming embracement of warmer and earthier tones for any 

room in the house. Although neutrals remain strong, greens and nature-inspired hues and 

patterns are taking over the interior design outlook this year. Homeowners seem ready to 

adopt a more vibrant and organic palette in spaces to breathe and create a sense of 

calming and freshness.

We would like to extend our thanks to the experts who made this report possible and 

invite you to dive in and discover the latest paint and color trends for 2022. 

Cristina Miguélez
Remodeling Specialist



“For this upcoming year, homeowners are taking back control of their design 
choices and tailoring them to their wants, needs, and moods. (...) we are 
reinventing our spaces with optimistic viewpoints and a return to nature.”
Dahlia Mahmood, Dahlia Design, LLC.

Key Findings

Sage green is the top choice for both living rooms and bedrooms

Textiles will be the most common way to introduce new colors into the home

Warm neutrals, earthy colors, and neutrals with pops of bold colors are the top 
interior palettes

White and off-white are the best colors for interiors and exteriors when selling 
a home

Black is the top color for front doors

Green and nature-inspired themes will be the most popular choices for 
wallpaper this year

The powder room is the most popular place to include wallpaper
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“We definitely see the trend moving toward a warmer neutral, organic, and 
soothing color palettes; warmer creamier whites and sage inspired green tones; 
a well edited palette that allows the architecture to breathe, and allows the 
organic tones of regional nature to be reflected in the space.” 
Laura Muller, Four Point Design Build, INC.

Top Interior Paint & Color Trends in 2022
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Top Interior Color Palettes in
2022

When experts were asked to choose which three 
interior palettes homeowners are choosing the most in 
2022, they selected warm neutrals, earthy tones, and 
neutrals that include pops of bold colors as an accent. 
Of these, warm neutrals received the most votes with 
66%, earthy tones captured 59%, and neutrals with 
pops of bold colors received 52%. 

Warm neutrals

Earthy tones

Neutrals with pops of bold colors

Black and white

Jewel tones

Cool neutrals

Gray

Other

66% say

59% say

52% say

44% say

22% say

17% say

5% say

3% say

What are the top 3 interior palettes homeowners are choosing?
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These palettes are all indicative of the recent change in 
interiors over the last few years. Gray was the most 
popular shade for several years, but people have begun 
to slowly shift away, using warmer tones while still 
keeping things neutral. 

As Patti Johnson explains, “Homeowners are wanting to 
break away from gray tones but [are] not quite ready to 
jump on the color wagon so we paint or wallpaper an accent 
wall to give them a point of transition.” Including color this 
way lets you incorporate many other shades - such as 
pops of bold colors - in your design, while keeping things 
overall neutral, and therefore “safe.”

Earthy tones like green and brown also work particularly 
well with most warm neutrals. MacKenzie Cain noted, 
“Homeowners are looking for warmer colors; bringing the 
calming outdoors inside.” 
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Evergreen Fog
(Sherwin-Williams)2nd

Blanched Thyme
(Valspar)5th

Cypress Garden
(Dutch Boy)4th

Breezeway
(Behr)3rd

October Mist
(Benjamin Moore)1st

Natural green tones have also begun to grow in 
popularity overall. In the last year, 7 out of 8 
companies chose green as their color of the year for 
2022, and the 8th company chose a shade of brown. In 
our recent Color of the Year 2022 report, experts gave 
their opinion on which one they think homeowners 
will use the most.

“It’s eye opening how so many individual 
manufacturers/suppliers gravitated to such 
similar hues. I think it makes a statement that 
transcends just home decor!” 
Patti Johnson, Owner, Patti Johnson Interiors

Brands’ “Color of the Year 2022”
Choices

Which color of the year do you think is going to be most popular among homeowners?
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These natural colors are beginning to be seen 
everywhere, with earthy shades becoming very 
popular in many areas right now. Natural colors and 
shades of green offer a unique appeal to homeowners, 
giving green its moment. 

Green is considered the color of growth, health, 
wealth, and well-being. The color is also closely linked 
to the environment and a focus on being “green” and 
eco-friendly in your home and lifestyle. Coupled with 
the obvious connection to nature, many homeowners 
may look to green as the fresh new shade to focus on 
this year.

As Karen Otto predicts, homeowners are going to want 
“a return to the outside in, tranquility and peace” for 
their homes this year.

Image by: AKG Design Studio
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“Since people have been spending more time at home they want more comfort and luxury! 
Bringing textured paint and different finishes and colors in spaces creates a dramatic and 
exciting interior.” 
Lee Miriam Cavanaugh, Cullman & Kravis

How We’ll Incorporate Colors and Design in 2022
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Top Ways to Introduce New
Colors

When asked how they thought people would 
incorporate new colors into their homes in 2022, 55% 
felt that textiles would be the most common method, 
followed by painting a whole room (42%) and 
wallpapering a whole room (39%).

What will be the most popular way of incorporating new colors in 2022?

Images by: The Decorologist , Kandrac&Kole Interior Design , AKG Design Studio11 www.fixr.com | Paint & Color Trends 2022



Textiles, such as pillows, curtains, rugs, bed linens, and 
throws, are all fantastic ways of adding color to a 
home. This is a great way to incorporate and try out 
pops of bold colors, which experts believe is going to 
be a popular color trend this year. They are easy to 
swap out for new ones regularly, and they can often 
include many colors at once.

For example, if you want to try adding green to a room, 
choose a throw rug with green accents and then pick 
up that green to match in a throw pillow. If you tire of 
the green, keep the rug, but choose a different color 
within it to pull for the rest of your accents, creating a 
fresh new look without doing anything invasive.

Image by: The Decorologist
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Painting a whole room came in second with 42% of 
the vote, and while this is a great way for people to 
include color if they want to dive right in and embrace 
it, it can feel more permanent. For this reason, people 
who are not completely sure of their choice may shy 
away from this treatment, which is why it falls behind 
textiles.

Image by: Garrison Hullinger Interior Design
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Wallpapering an entire room takes third with 39% of 
the vote. Wallpaper can bring in one color or several 
colors at a time. It can also introduce a pattern or 
create a focus in the room, so it is as much about the 
color as it is a theme or enhancement of the area. 
However, wallpaper has the same drawbacks as 
painting. It feels more permanent, so people need to 
know they will love it before committing.

While those ready for a change will definitely want to 
try some of the new wallpaper patterns this year, those 
more hesitant might feel this is too big a commitment 
when compared with things like textiles. If you wish to 
try out wallpaper in a room, a big plus point is the wide 
variety of options available, which are on-trend in 
2022.

Image by: Casa Vilora Interiors
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The Most Sought After
Wallpaper Patterns in 2022

Green or nature-inspired wallpaper, chinoiserie, and 
geometric designs were chosen as the most popular 
wallpaper patterns for 2022. 

Wallpaper has begun trending upward in popularity for 
interior design over the last few years. As mentioned, 
39% of interior design experts believe wallpaper is 
how people are most likely to incorporate color into 
their homes now.

Wallpaper can be used in many different ways to bring 
color, pattern, texture, and interest to your home. This 
includes papering an entire room, a single wall, or a 
ceiling. You can also use it to cover a backsplash in a 
kitchen, line the backs of bookshelves, or add color and 
interest to anywhere that needs it, such as a stairwell, 
powder room, or children’s play area.

Which wallpaper patterns do you think will be most popular in 2022?

56% say Green / nature inspired

28% say Chinoiserie design

28% say Geometric

27% say Murals

23% say Art deco

19% say Earthy brown / orange colors

17% say Playful patterns

17% say Retro

14% say Animal patterns

14% say Tropical / jungle

13% say Terrazzo

13% say Textured brush strokes

11% say Blue wallpaper

8% say Wallpaper inserts

3% say Other

Image by: USWallpaper,   Laura Medicus Interiors
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Of the most popular wallpaper patterns, 56% of design 
specialists chose nature-inspired and green papers as 
the most popular this year. This ties in well with the 
trend of natural, earthy tones and the various colors of 
the year. With wallpaper, you can introduce the color 
in a natural way and also create an entire theme.

Image by: USWallpaper
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Chinoiserie-inspired patterns are also popular. These 
can include nature-inspired designs like mountains, 
cranes, and outdoor landscapes. These patterns are 
derived from European interpretations of Chinese 
themes, so they can include a wide range of different 
looks and styles.
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Geometric patterns take third place. These can be a 
good choice for modern spaces and those wanting to 
include some color without a specific theme or other 
style. Geometric designs can be good backdrops for a 
room where you want some color and interest but 
nothing that overwhelms the space. 

Image by: USWallpaper
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The Most Popular Places to Add
Wallpaper in 2022

Experts say the most popular place to introduce 
wallpaper into your home in 2022 will be the powder 
room. This space received an overwhelming 88% of 
the vote, with ceilings and dining rooms both 
receiving a distant second place with 28%.

88% say Powder room

28% say Ceiling

28% say Dining room

22% say Bedroom

16% say Foyer

8% say Bathroom

4% say Other

Which rooms will be the most popular for people to introduce wallpaper in 2022?
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The powder room is the ideal place for wallpaper for 
several reasons. This small bathroom is often 
considered a more formal space than other bathrooms. 
In some homes, it may be reserved for guests, and it 
often features decor that might be considered too 
formal or impractical for daily life. When wondering if 
you want wallpaper in the home, this is the place to try 
it out. You will not necessarily see it every day, so you 
are less likely to tire of it. Also, the powder room does 
not contain a shower. There is no steam or humidity to 
worry about impacting the paper, so you do not need 
to make sure it is water or moisture-resistant. 

Image by: Kandrac&Kole Interior Design
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The ceiling is a more unique place to wallpaper. This 
area has begun to grow in popularity as a space to 
include color and pattern in recent years. By 
wallpapering it, you call more attention to it, which can 
shift the focal point of the room, making it seem closer 
or farther away depending on the color and pattern 
used. Bold, warm colors and patterns will make the 
ceiling appear closer, while smaller and cooler patterns 
and colors will make the room feel taller.

Image by: Kandrac&Kole Interior Design
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Dining rooms have always been a place to incorporate 
wallpaper. Like the powder room, this room is often 
more formal than the rest of the house and does not 
receive as much daily use. For this reason, it is a safer 
choice to include something new in your interiors. 

Image by: USWallpaper
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“[Homeowners are looking for] adding a more welcoming, relaxing 
touch to their homes; a place they’ve probably been spending more 
time since the current world situation.” 
Gloribell Lebron, G. Lebron Interiors

Different Colors for Different Spaces Image by: G. Lebron Interiors
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53% of experts answered that they felt sage green 
would be the most popular color for living rooms in the 
coming year, followed by cool off-white (48%) and 
cream (46%).

Living Room Color Trends 2022

48% say Cool off-white

46% say Cream

44% say Taupe

13% say Khaki green

12% say Navy

10% say Terracotta

7% say Lilac

2% say Coral

2% say Kelly green

53% say Sage green

What colors do you think will be the most popular for living rooms this coming year?
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Sage green for living rooms tracks with the 
nature-inspired, earthy, and green colors that have 
recently begun showing up in other trends. Sage green 
is a warm green with a yellow undertone, so it works 
well with many warm neutrals.
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In second place is a cool off-white tone with 48%, 
while cream comes in third with 46%, and taupe 
follows with 44%. Off-white, cream, and taupe are all 
neutral shades. Cool off-white and taupe both differ 
from the other trends of warm neutrals, while cream 
fits in nicely with those categories.

Image by: Kandrac&Kole Interior Design
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This is interesting because it makes sage green the 
outlier - it is not a neutral color, but it is a popular 
shade. This could depend on how people use their 
living rooms. Those who use it more as a family room 
or informal space may gravitate toward a bolder hue 
like sage green, while those using it as a formal space 
or for receiving guests may want it to remain more 
neutral in tone. 

All three of these neutrals can also be backdrops for 
colors introduced through textiles. So anyone who 
wants to include some color in their decor but does not 
want to commit to something might do well to choose 
a neutral shade like one of these for their walls. 

Both cool off-white and taupe will work particularly 
well in smaller living rooms as they can help make the 
space appear larger. Cream would work best in larger 
spaces, making it appear slightly cozier while still 
staying light. 
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Sage green is also the popular choice for bedrooms this 
year, receiving 48% of the vote. Cream and taupe take 
second and third place respectively in this area with 
38% and 30% of the vote. 

Bedroom Color Trends 2022

38% say Cream

30% say Taupe

28% say Navy

25% say Cool off-white

12% say Lilac

12% say Terracotta

12% say Soft blue

8% say Khaki green

48% say Sage green

What colors do you think will be the most popular for bedrooms this coming year?
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Bedrooms are more private areas than living rooms, so 
anyone who wants to try a color for the first time may 
feel more confident about it in a bedroom versus a 
living room. Given that bedrooms are for sleeping and 
relaxing, and natural shades like green can help with 
stress reduction, it also makes sense that this would be 
the dominating shade this year.

Image by: The Decorologist
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Cream and taupe are both neutrals, but one is warm in 
tone while the other is cool. Cream can make a 
bedroom feel a little cozier, while taupe may be a 
better choice for very small spaces because cool colors 
recede from the eye, making the room appear larger.

Both neutral colors can work well with a range of other 
colors - including green - so anyone who wants to 
introduce color via bed linens could make good use of 
these colors on the walls. 
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When it comes to the color of your front door, 56% of 
experts answered that they believe black would be a 
popular color in the coming year, followed by 36% 
answering wood tones, and 22% answering royal blue. 

Front Door Color Trends 2022

19% say
Hunter green

16% say
Sage green

9% say
Burnt orange

8% say
Red

3% say
Yellow

2% say
Other

56% say
Black

36% say
Wood tones

22% say
Royal blue

Which will be the most popular front door colors in 2022?31 www.fixr.com | Paint & Color Trends 2022



Black as a color works well with nearly every shade of 
home exteriors. It can add a pop of contrast to white 
homes - white being the most popular siding color and 
the most recommended for those looking to sell their 
homes - and can add depth to homes of a wide range of 
other shades, including green, tan, blue, and red. For 
this reason, it can make a safe color choice no matter 
what your other exterior shades are.
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Wood tones can be very popular with certain 
architectural styles, such as Craftsman homes. 
However, they may not work with other siding colors, 
looking best with greens, natural wood siding, and some 
shades of blue. Royal blue can work well with white and 
some other shades, but it is much more limited in what 
it can work with. 
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Colors That Sell Image by: Cortizo Interiors

“Clean and cohesive. The outside should have a connection to what’s happening 
inside. The colors inside should also compliment each other and enhance flow. 
Neutrals may be easier to sell but most importantly, the home must look 
relatable and make an emotional connection so that the buyer can envision 
themselves living there.” 
Michelle Cortizo, Cortizo Interiors.
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Best Interior Paint Colors to Sell
a House in 2022

81% of interior design experts believe that whites and 
creams are the best colors for selling a house in 2022.

This mirrors the recommendations from 2021 Paint 
Color Trends, when the same shades received 63% of 
the vote. Warm neutrals like tan and beige received 
36% of the vote this year, up slightly from 32% last 
year.  

81% say Whites and
creams

36% say Warm neutrals

14% say Shades of gray

13% say Soft warm colors

6% say Soft cool colors 

2% say Other

Which interior colors do you recommend for someone who wants to sell their house in 2022?
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Whites and creams make a neutral, clean, fresh 
backdrop for many rooms. You can still include color in 
your textiles if you want to add personality to the 
space, but it can make it easier for prospective buyers 
to see their own furnishings in a space when looking at 
a white or light-colored wall. 
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Best Exterior Paint Colors to Sell
a House in 2022

White is the most frequently recommended color for 
painting the exterior of a home to sell for the third year 
in a row. 

58% say White

41% say Off-white

27% say Natural wood
stains

20% say Gray

11% say Tan

5% say Other

Which exterior colors do you recommend for someone who wants to sell their house in 2022?
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This year, white received 58% of the vote, while it took 
53% last year. Off-white, however, has increased 
dramatically from 25% to 41% of the vote this year. 
Both colors have been fairly popular for home 
exteriors over the last few years. This is true regardless 
of the region and architectural type. White and 
off-white can both make a home look fresh, clean, and 
new regardless of age. These colors have nearly 
universal appeal, helping improve the curb appeal of a 
home and making it more likely to sell in a timely way. 
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There are many ways you can use paint and color to 
help increase the resale value of your home and help 
that sale come about more quickly. This is true for both 
the interior and exterior of your home. How your home 
looks plays a big role in how people receive it and what 
they may be willing to pay.

As Marcia Moore points out, “A fresh coat of paint is the 
least expensive way to make your home attractive to 
buyers.” By painting inside and out, you help create a 
fresh slate for the entire building. It is all about making 
the right impression as Dahlia Mahmood states, 
“Starting with your front exterior you can enhance your 
curb appeal with timeless color selections or you can go 
bold with a vibrant front door... the right first impression is 
key to gaining interest for potential buyers. From the 
moment they enter the home, create a fresh and cozy 
mood using classic neutrals that warm the heart.”

How to Use Paint and Color to
Add Resale Value to a Home
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Perceptions and what is popular can change from 
region to region and by architecture, so you may need 
to do some research if you plan to paint before selling. 
Karen Otto advises, “Do a search online of homes in your 
area that have recently sold. Observe color trends both on 
the interior and exteriors of the homes you see online in 
your neighborhood. Trends can change geographically so 
what works in Dallas may not in Miami.”

What looks good to one person may not always work 
for another. For this reason, Anastasios Gliatis 
recommends, “Colors that are appealing to the masses 
like shades of whites or gray tones. A cool palette is always 
soft on the eye, maintaining a sense of cleanliness, 
providing an airy, positive vibe. Whites are also great 
colors to enhance the height of space and showcase 
elegantly any details the home has to offer, such as crown 
moldings, door details and fireplaces.”
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Adapt the Trends for Your Home
“Homeowners are looking to create sanctuary-like spaces 
in their homes. What’s seen as soothing is unique to each 
individual. It’s more about how color makes them feel.“ 
Erika Hollinshead Ward
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Home design has grown in popularity and become 
more important to how people live in and interact with 
their spaces than ever before. When trends begin to 
surface, it is often a reflection of larger trends in 
society and what people are seeing and reacting to 
outside of their homes.

People may want to make changes to their decor that 
reflect their state of mind or the state of the world as 
they view it. Experts feel these trends will be the next 
focus of homeowners in the months to come. 

Homeowners considering a change in their decor or 
are planning on selling in the coming months may want 
to pay attention to these expert-predicted trends to 
help make the most of their homes. 

Every home is shaped not only by its architecture but 
by the people who live in it. By embracing and utilizing 
the trends that speak to you, you help create a living 
space that reflects your goals and ideals for the coming 
year. Image by: Kerrie Kelly Design Lab
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Methodology

These results were compiled from a questionnaire 

undertaken by 64 experts in interior design. These 

respondents were given a series of multiple-choice and 

open-answer questions. Percentages shown in the 

report are rounded, and in some cases, the least-chosen 

options were grouped together and appear as “other.” 

Each survey participant was selected for their role in the 

interior design industry based on their work, role in 

social media, overall influence, and recognition in the 

industry. 

Image credits
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https://uswallpaper.com/products/gm7506-geometric-resource-library-dazzling-diamond-sisal-wallpaper-grey
https://www.kandrac-kole.com/marietta-ga-residence
https://www.kandrac-kole.com/klein
https://uswallpaper.com/products/nr1565-norlander-alpine-botanical-wallpaper-white
https://www.glebroninteriors.com/g-lebron-interiors-portfolio/
https://www.kandrac-kole.com/klein
https://thedecorologist.com/portfolio/33-palms/
https://www.cortizointeriors.com/projects
https://kerriekelly.com/project/stunning-spanish-farmhouse/


Experts

ALLY WHALEN 
Ally Whalen Design
www.allywhalen.com
Ally is an award-winning luxury interior designer and owner of Ally 
Whalen Design. She has offices in both Florida and South 
Carolina, and she focuses on creating comfortable “livable” spaces 
for her clients. She has been featured in multiple publications and 
is a 15-time Best of Houzz award winner.

AMBER GIZZI 
Pineapple House Interior Design
www.pineapplehouse.com
Amber is the president of Pineapple House Interior Design. 
Pineapple House is a full-service interior design firm that takes 
projects from start to finish. The firm has won more than 49 
design excellence awards within the last 20 years.

AMY LAU 
Amy Lau Design
www.amylaudesign.com
Amy is the owner of Amy Lau Design, an interior design firm 
located in New York City. Amy’s mission is to create livable, 
meaningful homes for her clients.

ANASTASIOS GLIATIS 
Anastasios Interiors LLC
www.anastasiosinteriors.com
With a wealth of experience in architecture and design, 
Anastasios started his own interior design firm, Anastasios 
Interiors, working on both commercial and residential projects. 
His passion for design started during his childhood in Greece. 
Now in New York City, his vision creates luxurious spaces for his 
clients.

ANDREA MONATH SCHUMACHER 
Andrea Schumacher Interiors
www.andreaschumacherinteriors.com
Andrea is the president at Andrea Schumacher Interiors, an 
award-winning design firm in Denver, Colorado. House Beautiful 
named this firm one of the interior design firms to watch, and 
their impressive resume and beautiful portfolio speak to this high 
praise.

ANNA GIBSON
AKG Design Studio LLC
www.akgdesignstudio.com
Anna is the chief designer and owner of AKG Design Studio, LLC. 
This luxury kitchen and bathroom design firm is located in 
Virginia. They have won the Best of Houzz for services two years 
running and have an impressive portfolio of completed designs.

ANTHEA CLICK 
FP Staging and Design
www.fpstaging.com
Anthea is the president and co-founder of FP Staging and Design. 
A former realtor, she lends a unique perspective to staging homes, 
helping people find buyers for luxury homes.

ARIANA LOVATO
Honeycomb Home Design, LLC 
www.honeycombhomedesign.com
Based in central California, Ariana is an interior designer and 
owner of Honeycomb Home Design. Ariana also works with the 
NKBA as an associate kitchen and bath designer. Her constant 
aim is to create both aesthetically tasteful and functional living 
spaces.

ARIANNE BELLIZAIRE
Arianne Bellizaire Interiors LLC 
www.ariannebellizaire.com
Arianne is the owner of Arianne Bellizaire Interiors, based in 
Baton Rouge, LA. An award-winning interior designer, she prides 
herself on her warmth and positivity. Her influential blog and 
work have been featured in top national publications. 

BIRGIT ANICH 
BA Staging and Interiors
www.bastaginginteriors.com
Birgit is the founder and principal designer at BA Staging and 
Interiors. Birgit leads a premier styling company whose focus is 
providing homes with a modern lifestyle appearance to help them 
sell faster and for more money.

BRUCE BIERMAN
Bruce Bierman Design
www.biermandesign.com
Bruce is the owner and principal of his firm Bruce Bierman 
Design. Bruce’s background lies in architecture and fine arts. His 
design projects enjoy the unique perspective of practicality 
combined with high-quality aesthetics.

BECKI OWENS
Becki Owens Design
www.beckiowens.com
With a wealth of experience in the design industry, Becki is the 
owner of Becki Owens Design. She has designed many spaces 
that have been shared in top publications like Architectural 
Digest. Becki also has a huge following on social media, with 1.4 
million followers on Instagram. 

CHELSIE BUTLER
Kitchen & Bath Business Magazine 
www.kbbonline.com
Chelsie is the executive editor of Kitchen & Bath Business 
magazine. The magazine provides innovative ideas to kitchen and 
bath professionals and also features the latest trends, 
installations, and products. 

CHERYL KEES CLENDENON 
In Detail Interiors
www.indetailinteriors.com
Cheryl is the owner and lead designer at In Detail Interiors, a 
nationally recognized, award-winning interior design firm. Cheryl 
specializes in new construction, renovations, and remodels and 
assists with space planning and kitchen and bath remodels.

ELLEN KENNON 
Ellen Kennon
www.ellenkennon.com
Ellen is the owner of her own design firm, located in St. 
Francisville, LA, and the creator of a line of Full Spectrum Paints. 
Her firm and custom line of paints have both been featured in 
Architectural Digest, House Beautiful, and The New York Times, 
among other leading publications. In addition to her paint line, 
Ellen offers a collection of custom furniture for homes and 
gardens.

  ERIKA HOLLINSHEAD WARD
Erika Ward Interiors 
www.erikaward.com
Erika is the founder of Erika Ward Interiors, which specializes in 
contemporary meets classic design. Erika is an award-winning 
published interior designer and a leader in East Coast design. 

DAHLIA MAHMOOD 
Dahlia Design, LLC 
www.dahliadesign.net
Dahlia is the president and founder of Dahlia Design, LLC, a 
DC-based firm. Dahlia is an award-winning designer who works 
on an international level. Her designs blend elegance with 
simplicity for timeless style.

BRYAN SEBRING 
Sebring Design Build
www.sebringdesignbuild.com
Bryan is the president of Sebring Design Build, a full-service 
design-build firm located in the Chicago suburbs. Bryan takes a 
customer-focused approach to his projects, infusing them with 
personal values and great style.



Experts

GARRISON HULLINGER
Garrison Hullinger Interior Design, Inc.
www.garrisonhullinger.com
Garrison is the principal at Garrison Hullinger Interior Design, Inc. 
This Portland-based firm specializes in luxury remodels and 
additions with extreme attention to detail.

GLORIBELL LEBRON
CEO & Principal Designer, G. Lebron Interiors
www.glebroninteriors.com
Gloribell is the CEO and principal designer at G. Lebron Interiors. 
Her projects involve new ways of creating comforting 
atmospheres in spaces. Gloribell’s work can be described as 
modern, organic, and unique. 

HEATHER BLUE HARKOVICH 
Heather Scott Home and Design
www.heatherscotthome.com
Heather is a co-founder of Heather Scott Home and Design, 
based in Austin, TX. The firm has been featured by The Wall 
Street Journal, HGTV Magazine, and Good Housekeeping, among 
others. Heather and her team offer both residential and 
commercial design services, focusing on full room and full home 
projects, with special expertise in primary and secondary luxury 
residences.

HELEN BARTLETT 
Refined Interior Staging Solutions
www.kansascityhomestagers.com
Helen is a home stager and stylist with Refined Interior Staging 
Solutions. Helen offers expert insights into luxury home design 
and focuses on the architecture of the home when styling to get 
the most impact.

JACKIE & TIM SANTOS 
Scottsdale Interior Design Group & Prescott Interior Design Group 
www.scottsdaleidg.com
Jackie and Tim are the owners of Scottsdale Interior Design 
Group of Scottsdale, AZ. Jackie, Tim, and their team won first 
place in the ASID 2019 Design Excellence Awards in the category 
of Permanent Fixture and Honorable Mention in the category of 
Millwork. They continue to innovate by providing on-target, 
personalized interiors for each client’s style and taste.

JACOB LAWS
Jacob Laws Interior Design
www.jacoblaws.com
Jacob is the principal and CEO of Jacob Laws Interior Design, a 
full-service firm based in St. Louis, MO. He has appeared in 
Vogue, At Home, and Ladue News. Jacob’s brand can be 
characterized as easy glamor, classic with a modern edge, and 
clean-cut with impossibly sophisticated style. In addition to his 
professional endeavors, Jacob is a Junior Board Member of the 
Contemporary Art Museum and the Board of St. Louis Fashion 
Fund.

JEANNE K. CHUNG
Cozy•Stylish•Chic 
www.cozystylishchic.com
Jeanne is a luxury interior designer at Cozy•Stylish•Chic, based in 
Southern California. Her mix of vast knowledge of historical styles 
and experience in modern design allow her to combine ideas to 
create unique and exciting projects.

JENNIFER GAINER
Jenron Designs
www.jenron-designs.com
Jennifer is the founder and a designer at Jenron Designs with her 
husband, Ron. Their blog is filled with insights and tips for people 
who love home design and decor.

JESSICA DAVIS
JL Design
www.jldesignnashville.com
Jessica is the owner and principal designer at JL Design, located in 
Nashville, TN. Founded in 2005, JL Design assists clients with all 
phases of residential and commercial design projects. Jessica and 
her team have been featured on HGTV and the DIY Network, as 
well as in House Beautiful, Entrepreneur, and Forbes. A member 
of ASID, Jessica believes in functional and progressive interior 
design.

JEFF ANDREWS
Jeff Andrews Design
www.jeffandrewsdesign.com
Jeff is an internationally recognized interior designer whose work 
is inspired by his Southern California upbringing. With a long list 
of celebrity clients, his creative and innovative projects make him 
one of the most sought-after designers in the industry. 

JILL SEIDNER 
Jill Seidner Interior Design
www.jillseidnerinteriordesign.com
Jill is the owner and designer at Jill Seidner Interior Design, 
located in Los Angeles, CA. Jill specializes in commercial and 
residential interior design and has worked on many high-profile 
projects in the Orange County area.design and decoration, 
renovations and remodels, and custom builds.

JOANN KANDRAC & KELLY KOLE
Kandrac & Kole Interior Design 
www.kandrac-kole.com
Joann and Kelly are co-founders of Kandrac & Kole Interior 
Design, based in Atlanta, GA. As an industry authority for 
residential and commercial design, Kandrac & Kole has been 
featured on HGTV as well as in The New York Times and Better 
Homes and Gardens, among others. Joann and Kelly are 
well-known for their approachable, dynamic personalities, their 
signature use of color and pattern, and their one-of-a-kind 
custom designs.

KAREN OTTO
Home Star Staging
www.homestarstaging.com
Karen is the chief staging officer at Home Star Staging. Karen is 
constantly at the forefront of interior design, aiming to reduce the 
time it takes to sell a home through home staging.

JOE NAHEM
Fox-Nahem Associates
www.foxnahem.com
Joe is the senior partner of Fox-Nahem Associates in New York, 
NY. He and his firm have been included in prestigious industry 
lists, including Architectural Digest’s AD 100, the Elle Decor 
A-List-Top 25, New York Magazine’s Top 100, New York Spaces 
Top 50 Designers, and Luxe magazine’s Gold List. Joe oversees 
every facet of his projects, offering hands-on and personalized 
service to ensure each project is completed on time and within 
budget.

JESSICA LOVE 
Urbane Design
www.urbanedesignstudios.com
Jessica is the principal interior designer at Urbane Design Studios 
in Austin, TX. In addition to offering interior design services, 
Jessica’s blog, Design Notes, has been featured in Houzz, 
RENTCafe, and Waterways magazine. She just launched her own 
501c3 called Design Changes Lives, whose mission is to design 
spaces for children to build confidence, empower, and improve 
the quality of their lives



Experts

KERRIE KELLY
Kerrie Kelly Design Lab
www.kerriekelly.com
Kerrie is the owner of Kerrie Kelly Design Lab, based in 
Sacramento, CA. Kerrie offers exceptional interior and exterior 
design services for model homes, large renovations, and new 
construction projects. Kerrie is an ASID Fellow, a Best of Houzz 
Service and Design Award winner, and a Kitchen & Bath Design 
News Top Innovator.

KRISTIE BARNETT
The Decorologist
www.thedecorologist.com
Kristie is the founder of The Decorologist, a publication on home 
design and interiors. Kristie is also an interior design and paint 
color consultant in Nashville, TN.

LAURA MULLER
Four Point Design Build, Inc
www.fourpointdesignbuild.com
Laura is the founder and principal designer of Four Point Design 
Build. Laura leads a strong team of experts committed to 
attention to detail and understanding the needs and desires of 
their clients. The team’s flexibility allows them to cater solutions 
for each project. 

LAURA MEDICUS
Laura Medicus Interiors
www.lauramedicusinteriors.com
As the owner of Laura Medicus Interiors, Laura specializes in 
remodeling and renovation. Laura’s mission is to help 
homeowners adapt and develop their homes, reflecting the 
personality of each individual.  

LEE MIRIAM CAVANAUGH 
Cullman & Kravis 
www.cullmankravis.com
Lee is a design partner at Cullman & Kravis. Lee has many years of 
experience in design, and her mission is to create noteworthy 
projects. Cullman & Kravis seeks to adhere to the needs of their 
clients and provide top-quality and practical spaces.

LINDA HOLT
Linda Holt Creative
www.lindaholtcreative.com
Linda is a certified color and interior decorating consultant at 
Linda Holt Creative. As well as teaching smartphone photography, 
Linda helps people get the best out of their homes by making the 
best design choices.

LINDA MERRILL 
Linda Merrill Decorative Surroundings
www.lindamerrill.com
Linda is the owner and designer at Linda Merrill Decorative 
Surroundings. Linda is an award-winning designer from 
Massachusetts with a passion for design.

LORI DENNIS & SARA PLAISTED
Lori Dennis, Inc.
www.loridennis.com
Lori is the owner of Lori Dennis, Inc., and Sara is a senior designer. 
Lori Dennis Inc. is a Los Angeles-based design firm, specializing in 
high-end and luxury interior architecture. Lori is also the star of 
HGTV’s The Real Designing Women. 

LYNDA QUINTERO-DAVIDS
Focal Point Styling
www.nyclq-focalpoint.blogspot.com
Lynda is the designer, stylist, and blogger at Focal Point Styling, a 
blog focused on finding simple solutions to most interior design 
challenges. Lynda offers advice on shopping, decorating, and 
styling for unique home solutions.

LISA CIOFANI BASHAM
Helpful Home Staging
www.helpfulhomestaging.com
Lisa is the CEO and founder of Helpful Home Staging. Lisa’s 
mission is to stage homes that are customized and unique for 
each property, while constantly being aware of what homebuyers 
want. 

MARCIA MOORE
Marcia Moore Design
www.marciamooredesign.com
Marcia is the owner and creative director of Marcia Moore 
Design, a full-service firm located in Brentwood, MO. Marcia’s 
mantra is intelligent design and signature style. Her previous 
awards and recognition include Town&Style Top 100, ASID 
Pinnacle and Design Excellence Awards, and Best of Houzz 
2015-2021.

MARSHALL ERB 
Marshall Erb Design
www.marshallerb.com
Marshall is the principal designer at Marshall Erb Design, an 
award-winning Chicago-based design firm. Marshall specializes in 
creating unique interiors that match his clients’ personalities and 
ways of living.

NORA SCHNEIDER 
Nora Schneider Interior Design
www.noraschneider.com
Nora is the principal and designer at Nora Schneider Interior 
Design. This Chicago-based residential design firm creates unique 
interiors with each client’s personal style.

MICHELLE CORTIZO
Cortizo Interiors
www.cortizointeriors.com
Michelle is the owner of Cortizo Interiors, a full-service design 
firm located in Trumbull, CT. In business since 2000, Michelle and 
her team have created spaces that enhance her clients’ lifestyles. 
She and her designs have been featured in leading publications 
like House Beautiful and Architectural Digest, and she is a Prism 
award recipient.

MACKENZIE CAIN
Habitar Design
www.habitardesign.com
Mackenzie is an associate interior designer at Habitar Design. 
Based in Chicago, the firm has been featured internationally in 
design magazines. Mackenzie works with the team to create 
breathtaking home designs and remodel projects.

PAT VALENTINE ZIV 
Patti Johnson Interiors
www.pattijohnsoninteriors.com
Patti is the owner of Patti Johnson Interiors, a Cincinnati-based 
design firm. This firm has been in operation for more than 20 
years, winning multiple awards. She works with custom builders 
and homeowners to find the perfect solution to every interior.

M. GRACE SIELAFF 
M. Grace Designs
www.mgraceinteriordesign.com
M. Grace is the principal designer for M. Grace Designs, an 
award-winning firm that takes on a broad range of projects and 
designs. They specialize in residential and commercial interiors 
and work to include sustainability in their designs.

LESLIE CAROTHERS
Savour Partnership
www.savourpartnership.com
Leslie is the principal of Savour Partnership and is a premier digital 
marketing agency for interior designers. Leslie has a wealth of 
experience and achievements in the design and digital marketing 
industry. 
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RACHEL MORIARTY
Rachel Moriarty Interiors 
www.rachelminteriors.com
Rachel is an interior designer at Rachel Moriarty Interiors, based 
in Southern California. Influenced by her location, her signature 
style is Colorfully Coastal. Her designs cater to the individuality of 
each of her clients.

RAYMAN BOOZER 
Apartment 48
www.apartment48.com
Rayman is the principal designer at Apartment 48 Interior Design 
in New York, NY. His firm has been featured in Elle Decor, Better 
Homes and Gardens, and Architectural Digest. He uses an organic 
approach to build each client’s personal narrative, and Time Out 
magazine has dubbed him the “go-to designer for color 
consulting.”

ROSE DOSTAL 
RMD Designs
www.rmddesignsllc.com
Rose is the owner and principal at RMD Designs. This full-service 
design firm handles interiors and kitchen and bathroom design. 
This gives clients doing entire house renovations the chance to 
use one designer throughout the process.

SARABETH ASAFF SOUTH 
Fixr.com
www.fixr.com
Sarabeth is a home improvement expert and writer for Fixr.com. A 
former kitchen and bath designer, Sarabeth works to help others 
gain better insights into the home and garden industry so that 
they can make better decisions for their homes.

SARAH FOGLE 
Ugly Duckling House
www.uglyducklinghouse.com
Sarah is the blogger behind Ugly Duckling House, a home decor 
and project-based blog. Sarah loves a project and started blogging 
about her DIY renovations as she “tore her house apart” and 
found that she could inspire others to do the same.

SUZANNE LASKY 
Linda Holt S Interior Design
www.sinteriordesign.com
Suzanne is the principal designer and owner of S Interior Design, 
based in Scottsdale, AZ. A Best of Houzz winner in Design and 
Service since 2015, Suzanne’s residential and commercial design 
expertise speaks for itself. S Interior Design offers a range of 
services, including partial and full remodels, new construction, 
and custom furniture design.

TODD DAVIS 
Brown Davis Architecture & Interiors
www.browndavis.com
Todd is co-founder and president of Brown Davis Architecture & 
Interiors. He and his partner Rob Brown joined their shared 
passion for classic architecture, discerning environments, and 
extraordinary craftsmanship to create Brown Davis, which offers 
architectural, interior, and landscape design. All elements are 
designed in unison with a strong attention to local building codes 
and construction details. 

VICENTE WOLF 
Vicente Wolf Associates
www.vicentewolf.com
Vicente is the owner of NYC-based Vicente Wolf Associates. 
Vincente has a passion for design and tries to stay at the forefront 
of the design world, inspiring others with his work.

WANDA SUITT-HORTON 
Wanda S. Horton Interior Design
www.wandashorton.com
Wanda is the founder and principal designer at Wanda S. Horton 
Interior Design. Wanda believes that excellent design comes from 
a balance between beauty and order. Her designs bring a more 
up-to-date style to traditional looks.

VERONICA SOLOMON 
Casa Vilora Interiors
www.veronicasolomon.com
Veronica is the president and lead designer at Casa Vilora 
Interiors. Located in the Houston and Katy areas of Texas, 
Veronica has a keen talent for setting a budget and sticking to it. 
Veronica’s design philosophy changes the status quo, and she 
helps each of her clients achieve their own idea of luxury.

WENDY YATES
Abigail-Elise Design Studio
www.aeinteriorsinc.com
Wendy is the creative director and founder of Abigail-Elise Design 
Studio (AE). Wendy’s designs shape trends in the industry, and 
she is nationally recognized for her innovative projects. 

SEAN LEFFERS
Sean Leffers Interiors
www.seanleffers.com
Sean is the founder of Sean Leffers Interiors. Based in California, 
his work creates spaces with warmth and vitality while being 
sophisticated. His projects have appeared in top national 
publications.
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